2020-21 Students of the Month - October - Principled
Grade

Student

6th Orange Reese Atanante

Reason
Reese lives with integrity. She works hard in class, treats everyone with respect, can be trusted
to be on task, and focuses well. Reese is a quiet leader.

6th Yellow

Dylan Hawks

Dylan is the model of a Principled student. I appreciate how honest he is at all times. He is
always respectful in class and treats everybody with the dignity they deserve. Dylan has a strong
sense of fairness and wants others in class to be recognized and to feel good about whatever
they may be sharing at the time.

6th Blue

Ashley Pham

Ashley has been an excellent example of a Principled Student! Ashley’s actions through Zoom
and Google Classroom always show her to be doing the right thing, whether she is being
directly monitored or not. She is consistently on time; participates well in class; and, without fail,
turns in top-notch work. These are all qualities that make Ashley our IB Principled Student of the
Month.

6th Black

Kinsey Murray

Kinsey exemplifies the learner trait "Principled." She consistently attends zoom meetings and
completes Google classroom assignments, and seeks info ahead of time if she is going to miss
class. She also asks for permission to retake/resubmit assignments. Kinsey pursued
parent/teacher conference to keep everyone connected and informed.

7th Grade

Sarah Brader

Sarah always volunteers to share in class and has her camera on during zoom. She works well
in breakout rooms, helping to keep the group focused and on task. Sarah can be counted on to
share when problems are occurring.

Tyler Kim

Tyler acts in a principled manner in his interactions with staff and students. Through our history
studies, he has explored the injustices different groups have faced, discussing ways society has
improved and places we have fallen short. Tyler is honest and acts with integrity.

Ava Jamrowski

Ava takes responsibility for her own actions and the consequences that accompany them. In
remote learning she stands out as a student that is owning her own learning. Ava can always be
counted on to participate in zoom classes.

Saffire Nix

Saffire was nominated for Principled Student of the Month by her Humanities Teachers, Mr.
Dierdorff and Mr. Breakey. Her willingness to engage during learning support demonstrates
perseverance. The strong work ethic she is putting forth now is putting her on the path to
student success.

8th Orange Nicholas Collins

8th Black

Nicholas is a principled young man who works hard each day to ensure that he is doing his best
work, both from an academic perspective and from a social perspective. I can count on
Nicholas to not only be doing the right thing himself, but to be quietly encouraging his
classmates to be doing their best as well. Nicholas is a willing worker in any group and
welcomes all students.

Victoria McKnight

Victoria is a great example of living a principled life. She is respectful and responsible, not only
with herself but with her peers as well. She treats all students with dignity no matter who she
interacts with. She has the confidence to ask teachers questions for clarification and listens well
to those speaking. Additionally, Victoria uses classroom time wisely. She acts with integrity and
honesty, takes responsibility for her learning, and completes assignments promptly and
thoughtfully.

Alexis Sayers

Alexis exemplifies the principles trait; she has been in class every day although her home
equipment is faulty. Alexis has turned in excellent assignments and works with her group. It is
clear that she is using only resources that are allowed when completing her Spanish. She works
well in her breakout room and always has her camera open to participate in class discussions.
Alexis is not distracted by other sources while she is in class.

Charlotte Nichols

Charlotte is a principled student. She constantly has her video on and starts most of the class
conversations in a pleasant, positive way so she doesn’t over talk. Her sweet style allows
others to continue the conversation and engagement in the class. What a strong leader of being
a principled and great communicator. Her level of respect and responsibility help set the tone
for each class she is in.

